
WINTERNACHTEN 2018 - Saturday Night Unlimited - ENGLISH ROUTE
Saturday, January 20 2018 - 20.00 to 01.00 - Theater aan het Spui & Filmhuis Den Haag

theater zaal 1 theater zaal 2 theater foyer filmhuis zaal 1 filmhuis studio
20.00 Borders and Secret Doors

 Ghayath Almadhoun, Gerda Dendooven,
Mohsin Hamid, Paul Scheffer, Hassnae
Bouazza (moderator), Amer Shanati (music).
 

How do we deal with borders in an era of
globalization? A conversation, with musical
contributions and drawings, about the
necessity and impossibility of national borders.
In English. Ends at 20.50.

20.00 The Netherlands on the Sofa:
Marjolijn van Heemstra

 Damiaan Denys, Marjolijn van Heemstra.
 

A country goes to see the psychiatrist! The
writer, theatre maker and actress plays the role
of The Netherlands, between happiness and
anxiety. In Dutch. Ends at 20.40.

20.00 Marx Today
 Gustaaf Peek, Gerlinda Heywegen (host).

 

As an introduction to the screening of The
Young Karl Marx, writer Gustaaf Peek tells
more about his pamphlet Resist! A Plea for
Communism. In Dutch. Ends at 20.20.

20.10 Saturday Night Wintercafé: Spot on
Young Poets

 Charlotte Van den Broeck, DJ Socrates, Paula
Golunska, Sanam Sheriff, Francis
Broekhuijsen (host).
 

High-school students from The Hague reading
their own poetry, result of workshops from the
Hague Poets' Guild. Poets Sanam Sheriff
and Charlotte Van den Broeck as well as high-
school student-poet Paula Golunska
accompany the up-and-comers. Bilingual
Dutch & English.

20.25 Film: The Young Karl Marx
  

Marx meets Friedrich Engels in 1844; 4 years
later they write the Communist Manifesto; film
about the birth of the workers' movement.
English spoken, Dutch subtitles. Ends
at 22.25.

20.25 Book of my Live: Grazyna Plebanek
 Grażyna Plebanek, Arjan Peters (host).

 

What does a favorite book say about the
writer? Get inspired! In English. Ends at 20.45.

20.50 Book of my Life: Magda Cârneci
 Magda Cârneci, Arjan Peters (host). In

English. Ends at 21.10.

20.55 The streets of Istanbul: Resistance
and Poetry

 Irina Baldini, Çağlar Köseoğlu, Efe Murad.
 

Stories, poems and dance about the literary
map of Istanbul, five years after the Gezi-
protests. In English. Ends at 21.40.

20.55 Books Unlimited: Nino Haratischwili
and Alain Mabanckou

 Nino Haratischwili, Alain Mabanckou, Lisa
Weeda (moderator).
 

Two interviews. Meet international top writers
and their latest bestsellers: Haratischwili's The
eighth life and Mabanckou's Black Moses. In
English. Ends at 21.55.

21.00 Saturday Night Wintercafé
 Francis Broekhuijsen, DJ Socrates.

 

The Wintercafé is the meeting point for both
audience and writers. Host Francis
Broekhuijsen and DJ Socrates supply the
enjoyable atmosphere. Drink, eat, stop by the
booksigning sessions at Van Stockum
Bookshop in the lobby.

 
Booksinging session at Van Stockum
Bookshop:

 20:30-21:00: David Van Reybrouck, Rodaan Al
Galidi, Fatma Aydemir

 21:00-21:30: Grazyna Plebanek, Mohsin
Hamid, Ghayath Almadhoun en Anne Vegter

 22:00-22:30: Nino Haratischwili, Alain
Mabanckou

 23:00-23:30: Peter van Dongen

21.20 Book of my Life: Marjolijn van
Heemstra

 Marjolijn van Heemstra, Arjan Peters (host). In
Dutch. Ends at 21.40.

21.45 Book of my Life: Sanam Sheriff
 Sanam Sheriff, Arjan Peters (host). In English.

Ends at 22.05.
22.00 The Rage of Europe - about the
innermost outsiders of Europe

 Fatma Aydemir, Magda Cârneci, Gerda
Dendooven, Rodaan Al Galidi, Marjolijn van
Heemstra, Grażyna Plebanek, David Van
Reybrouck (moderator), Amer Shanati (music),
Stefka (music).
 

Warsaw, Berlin, Brussel, Bucharest: points of
view and interpretations about rage in Europe.
With poems and music as counterpoints. In
English. Ends at 23.00.

22.00 The Hague - Fragments of a Hidden
City

 Hizir Cengiz, Mira Feticu, Max Lerou.
 

Especially for Winternachten festival, three
Hague writers take you to unknown parts of
their city in a new poem or story. Bilingual
Dutch & English. Ends at 22.25.

22.10 Book of my life: Charlotte Van den
Broeck

 Charlotte Van den Broeck, Arjan Peters (host).
In Dutch. Ends at 22.30.

22.30 Turning Van Dis into a Graphic Novel
 Peter van Dongen, Paul van der Gaag

(moderator).
 

Peter van Dongen turned Adriaan van
Dis' Familieziek into a graphic novel; about an
Indonesian family trying to land on their feet in
the Netherlands of the 1950s. In Dutch. Ends
at 23.00.

22.35 Batman Nation
 Fenno Werkman, Gerlinda Heywegen

(hosting).
 

Get to know the Dark Knight better in this
highly amusing collage of Batman-clips and
win an original Batman drawing by cartoonist
Romano Molenaar. In Dutch. Ends at 00.05.

22.35 Book of my Life: Efe Murad
 Efe Murad, Arjan Peters (host). In English.

Ends at 22.55.

23.05 Distance and  Nearness - Poetry in a
Time of War

 Ghayath Almadhoun, Gerda Dendooven, Anne
Vegter, Amer Shanati (music), Stefka (music).
 

Poetry and music blend in this one-off
performance based on the poem collection Ik
hier jij daar co-written by Vegter and
Almadhoun. In English. Ends at 23.45.

23.05 Boek van mijn leven: Fatma Aydemir
 Fatma Aydemir, Arjan Peters (host). In

English. Ends at 23.25.

23.45 Dancing into the Saturday Night
 DJ Socrates, Francis Broekhuijsen (host).

 

Hit the dance floor! Ends at 01.00.

Highlighted programmes: In English or language no problem Programme changes: Adriaan van Dis regretfully can not take part in the festival.



theater 1
20.00-20.50
23.05-23.45

GHAYATH ALMADHOUN (Damascus, 1979) belongs to a new
generation of young, engaged Arabic writers. Weg van Damas-
cus (Away from Damascus), a Dutch collection of his poems, was
for weeks in the top ten of best-selling poetry volumes in 2015.
In 2017, Ik Hier Jij Daar (Me Here You There) was published, a
collection he wrote with Poet of the Fatherland Anne Vegter.
Almadhoun was born in a Palestinian refugee camp, the son of a
Palestinian father and a Syrian mother. He studied Arabic
literature and worked as a cultural journalist in Damascus,
where he also set up a house of poetry. In 2008 he asked for
political asylum in Sweden. Two poetry collections were pub-
lished there, one of them written with Swede Marie Silkeberg,
with whom he also created poetry films, for example about
bomb attacks in the Gaza Strip. His poetry is imbued with
feelings of homesickness and the guilt of a young intellectual
who left his native country. His work has been translated into
many European languages as well as Chinese.

theater 1
22.00-23.00
filmhuis studio
23.05-23.25

FATMA AYDEMIR (Karlsruhe, 1986) made a splash with her
controversial debut novel Ellbogen (Elbow). The book won the
Klaus Michael Kühne Prize. Aydemir, granddaughter of Turkish
labourer immigrants, writes about a girl with Turkish anteced-
ents who is so frustrated by the discrimination she encounters
daily that, during a drunken spree, she pushes a student in front
of the metro and then flees to Turkey. She feels no remorse.
"Ellbogen is a punch in the gut. Or rather, two. One for the
misogynistic Turkish community. And one for the hypocrisy of
our oh so liberal society," wrote the Süddeutsche
Zeitung newspaper. Aydemir studied German and American
Studies in Frankfurt. She writes for the newspaper taz about
Turkish pop culture. She also set up the bilingual webportal
taz.gazete as a reaction to the restriction of press freedom in
Turkey.

theater 1
20.55-21.40

IRINA BALDINI works as a performer at art galleries and muse-
ums and choreographs for theatre as well as site responsive. In
2013 she established the 4bid Gallery in Amsterdam with three
other artists, a place of experimentation and site for the devel-
opment of temporary cultures across medias and countries. She
also co-initiated the artistic program Highs & Lows, evening of
performances at OT301, bringing together international contem-
porary choreography and live art. She is lead by an interest in
openings, beginnings, finding solutions to un-asked questions,
and believes in disposable formulas for one-time experiences.
She is currently working on a new production, premiered in June
2018 at Venice Biennale Danza.

theater 1
20.00-20.50

HASSNAE BOUAZZA (Morocco, 1973) contributes to various
Dutch media. She collected stories about strong Arab women
in Achter de sluier (Behind the Veil, 1999) in an attempt to alter
the clichéd image that exists in the Netherlands about Arab
women. She did research for the Dutch radio and TV channel
VPRO and made programs for various other networks. She also
works as a translator and produces literary programs with
Writers Unlimited. Bouazza studied English and is an avid twit-
terer. In 2013, her book Arabieren kijken, de alledaagse revo-
lutie (Watching Arabs, the Undistinguished Revolu-
tion) appeared and in 2014 she directed the documentary
television series Seks en de zonde with Femke Halsema. In 2015
she was honoured in Beirut with the Arouawad Award for her
publications about the Arab world.

theater foyer
20.10-21.00
filmhuis studio
22.10-22.30

CHARLOTTE VAN DEN BROECK (1991) is a Flemish poet from
Turnhout. After finishing her Language and Literature Studies at
the University of Ghent, she explored word art at the Antwerp
Conservatory. In the Poëziebordeel van Vonk en Zonen, Onder-
nemers in de letteren she performs as Lulu Wedekind. She
toured with Saint Amour 2015. The same year, she was the
closing act of the 33rd Night of the Poetry in Utrecht; in 2016,
therefore, she opened the 34th Night of the Poetry. January
2015, her debut Kameleon was published by De Arbeiderspers.
October 2016, she opened the Frankfurter Buchmesse together
with Arnon Grunberg, as the youngest guest-country speaker
ever. Her second poetry collection Nachtroer (2017) is nominat-
ed for the VSB Poëzieprijs (VSE Poetry Award) 2018.

theater foyer
20.10-21.00
21.00-23.45
23.45-01.00

FRANCIS BROEKHUIJSEN (Oosterbeek, NL, 1970) is a program-
mer and host on various cultural platforms. In 1996 he graduated
from the Amsterdam Theatre School with a leading role
in Joseph in Dothan by Het Toneel Speelt. Then he worked for
various theatre companies, including the National Theatre. His
voice could be heard as announcer and presenter on the radio
while working for AT5 (Amsterdam radio), Dutch national radio
and other stations. Broekhuijsen was editor-in-chief of the
cultural blog cultuurpodium.nl and arts journalist with AT5,
where he was a programmer and presenter and did voice-overs.
Francis also is a prized moderator, host and DJ for various
cultural festivals. He works as programmer for the Winter-
nachten Festival. In 2014 he was selected as media personali-
ty for the Colourful Top 100.

filmhuis studio
20.50-21.10
theater 1
22.00-23.00

MAGDA CâRNECI (Romania, 1955) wants to connect people and
ideas with her poetry and work. Her volume Chaosmos, translat-
ed into Dutch, is about a chaotic world that is highly ordered in
a larger cosmic sense: thus, a chaosmos. Cârneci studied art
history in Paris and is one of the leading members of the Roma-
nian 1980s Generation. After the 1989 revolution that finished
off Ceaușescu's communist reign, she became active in Romanian
political and cultural life. She later moved to Paris, where she
became Director of the Romanian Cultural Institute and a
member of the European Cultural Parliament. Cârneci is chair of
the Grupul pentru Dialog Social (GDS), a Romanian NGO that
aims to protect democracy, human rights and civil rights. She is
also the chair of PEN-Romania and editor-in-chief of Revista
ARTA. Her work has been translated into French and English.

theater 2
22.00-22.25

HIZIR CENGIZ (1998) won, at age 18, the first Jan Paul Bresser
Prize for his essay "The World is a Bucket of Mud", published
in De Groene Amsterdammer. From the perspective of student,
he describes coming to the Netherlands from Turkey as a small
boy and ending up in the Hague's Schilderswijk neighbourhood.
There, he sees boys choosing the wrong path, and the hate
towards Muslims and the mudslinging increasing. "How is it
possible, then, to build something for yourself?" he wonders,
finishing with the words: "We have to wait for the mud to dry, to
be hard enough to build fortresses." Cengiz has written for
Scholieren.com and Mindshakes people profiles for the Hague
and Rotterdam Straatniews newspapers. Since winning the prize,
he regularly writes columns for De Groene Amsterdammer and is
working on a novel.

theater 1
20.00-20.50
22.00-23.00
23.05-23.45

GERDA DENDOOVEN (Kortrijk, Belgium, 1962) won the 2017
Woutertje Pieterse Prize for her picture book Stella. In it, a
drowning person is fished out of the sea and taken in by a foster
family. She has been teaching graphic design at the Hoger St.-
Lucas Institute in Ghent since 1992. Dendooven is famous for and
has won many awards for her children's book illustrations. She
received the Gouden Penseel (Golden Brush) in 2000 for her
work in De verliefde prins (The Prince in Love) by Ron Langenus.
She also writes plays and children's books and illustrates adult
books and newspaper columns.

theater 2
20.00-20.40

DAMIAAN DENYS (1965) is a prominent psychiatrist, neuroscien-
tist, writer and theatre actor. Born in Flanders, he now works
and lives in The Netherlands. He studied philosophy and medi-
cine in Belgium, graduated in psychiatrics at the Utrecht Univer-
sity and worked as head anxiety disorders of the UMC Utrecht.
He is a professor and head of the psychiatric department at the
AMC Amsterdam. Denys developed a method for implanting
electrodes into the brains of patients in order to master compul-
sive thoughts, Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS). He wrote the
essay Angstparadox (Anxiety Paradox, 2016) in which he states:
"If there is a single word that holds the essence of the world in
which we live now, of what guides us and of what holds us back,
it is anxiety." Denys writes and acts in theatre monologues,
among them Van angst naar vrijheid (From anxiety to freedom,
2016), "about the sense and nonsense of our contemporary
culture of anxiety".

theater foyer
20.10-21.00
21.00-23.45
23.45-01.00

DJ SOCRATES (UK, 1980) specializes in creating a warm and
lively atmosphere. His sets are characterized by a playful
balance of electronic and acoustic elements. Moving between
the familiar and the adventurous, DJ Socrates makes connec-
tions between the music of different countries. Incendiary
Afrobeat and Tropical Funk, Reggae, sultry Cumbia grooves and
a splash of Electro Swing make up a musical feast. DJ Socrates
performs throughout the Netherlands at venues such as the clubs
Tivoli and Paradiso, festivals like Amsterdam Roots and Oerol,
and also at Radio 6 and the Concertzender.

theater 2
22.30-23.00

PETER VAN DONGEN (Amsterdam, 1966) is a graphic novel-
ist and illustrator. In 1990 his Muizentheater (The Mice Thea-
tre), appeared, about two brothers in a time of crisis and war. It
won him the Stripschap-penning (a Dutch cartoonists' prize) for
best album. In 1998 and 2004 he published Rampokan: Ja-
va and Rampokan: Celebes, a diptych set on the eve of the
colonial war the Dutch fought in Indonesia. These books have
meanwhile appeared in French, German and Indonesian transla-
tion. For Dutch daily NRC's Literary Supplement, Van Dongen
drew fifty writers portraits. November 2017 he pub-
lished Familieziek (Family Sickness), his graphic-novel adapta-
tion of the novel Repatriated (2002) by Adriaan van Dis; it is a
story about an Indonesian family, survivors of the Japanese
camps, that tries to settle in the Netherlands during the fifties.

theater 2
22.00-22.25

MIRA FETICU (Romania, 1973) already wrote poems at a young
age. Her first collection was published in 1993. After that, she
mostly focused on prose. In 2012 she debuted in Dutch with Lief
kind van mij (Sweet Child of Mine), followed in 2013 with De
ziekte van Kortjakje (Kortjakje's Disease). Both books are about
a Romanian immigrant who grew up under Ceausescu and can't
settle down in the Netherlands, but who flourishes as she
distances herself from her husband. Her third novel Tascha,
about an art robbery in a Rotterdam museum, appeared in 2015.
Feticu studied Romanian and French literature and comparative
literature in Bucharest, worked for Romanian radio, and wrote
her doctorate on Romanian poet Gabriela Negreanu. She pub-
lishes articles and columns in publications like Tirade, De
Groene Amsterdammer and Den Haag Centraal, produces
programmes for B-Unlimited in The Hague and currently writes
poetry again.

theater 2
22.30-23.00

PAUL VAN DER GAAG (The Hague, 1958) has produced and
presented the VPRO radio programme OVT since 2002, a two-
hour show about the historical roots of current events as well as
newly released historical books, films, commemorations, and
anything else related to history. The show features live inter-
views, reportage, columns and a weekly documentary during the
last half hour. Van der Gaag also freelances for other VPRO
programmes and other networks such as IKON and FARA. He has
been involved as a producer with OVT since 1992.



theater 1
22.00-23.00

RODAAN AL GALIDI (1971) was born in a small Iraqi village. After
completing architecture studies he fled his country, came to The
Netherlands in 1998 and settled there legally in 2007. He pub-
lished volumes of poetry, novels - a.o. Thirsty River, 2008 - and
collections of columns. In 2000 he received the El Hizjra litera-
ture award and in 2011 the Literature Prize of the European
Union. He wrote hilarious contributions to the debate about the
integration exam in a.o. NRC Handelsblad newspaper. In 2013 he
published 'Liever niet', antwoordt de liefde ("Maybe Not," Was
Love's Reply), an anthology of refreshing love poetry. His nov-
el Hoe ik talent voor het leven kreeg (How I Developed a Talent
for Life), presented at Winternachten festival 2016, tells about
his experiences with immigration institutions. His poetry collec-
tion Koelkastlicht (Refrigerator Light, 2016) was nominated for
the VSB Poetry Prize. Fall 2017, Al Galidi published the short
story collection Duizend-en-een-nachtmerries (Thousand and
One Nightmares).

theater foyer
20.10-21.00

PAULA GOLUNSKA (2000) is a student at the Edith Stein College
in The Hague. She loves the stage and likes to combine her
writing with a strong performance. She says this about poetry: "I
think that poetry is hidden everywhere and that's why it's
so magnificent and mysterious. If you look closely, you can find
the most beautiful words, which you need to express as quickly
as possible. That's how you become a poet, through your eyes."
Golunska took workshops at the Hague Poetry Guild to prepare
for her appearance at Writers Unlimited. That performance won
her a spot on the stage during the Writers Fest, where she
recited her poem alongside two other finalists. The public
applauded longest and loudest for her, which won her the
inaugural Jonge Campert Prize for best poetry student.

theater 1
20.00-20.50

MOHSIN HAMID (Lahore, 1971) grew up in the US and Pakistan.
The bestselling author started writing his debut Moth
Smoke (2000) during his studies at Harvard. This innovatively
written novel, in which an ex-banker becomes addicted to
heroin, became a cult hit in India and Pakistan and was adapted
for Pakistani TV. The international bestseller The Reluctant
Fundamentalist (2007), about a Pakistani who gives up his top
job in the US due to his disappointment with the West, was
turned into a film. After his third novel, How to Get Filthy Rich
in Rising Asia (2013), he wrote Discomfort and Civiliza-
tion (2014), an autobiographical acount about politics, culture
and religion, and Exit West (2017), a novel focused on a refugee
couple in love. Hamid takes his readers past the frightening
headlines of the West to the turbulent East, beyond stereotypes
and prejudices. He also writes for publications such as The
Guardian, The New York Times and The International Herald
Tribune.

theater 2
20.55-21.55

NINO HARATISCHWILI (Tbilisi, 1983) had her breakthrough in
2014 with The Eight Life. In this award-winning, 1300-page
family epic, the Hamburg-based Georgian writer tells the story
of the fictitious Georgian Jasji family. She takes the reader to
the Soviet Union, in particular during the dramatic years when
Georgian-born tyrant Stalin was in power. She also takes the
reader to the Swinging London of the 1960s and '70s, to the
Prague Rebellion of 1968 and to the Caucasus, the area where
she is from. Despite all the horrors she describes, it is not a
terrible book but rather a tragicomic fairy tale with malicious
traits. The main theme is the question of whether destiny still
matters, even here and now in the West. Haratischwili made her
debut in 2010 with Juja, followed by Mein sanfter Zwill-
ing (My Gentle Twin) in 2011. She studied film directing in Tbilisi
and theatre directing in Hamburg. Her plays have won many
awards.

theater 2
20.00-20.40
filmhuis studio
21.20-21.40
theater 1
22.00-23.00

MARJOLIJN VAN HEEMSTRA (Amsterdam, NL 1981) - thespian,
writer, poet, journalist - took religious studies and caused a stir
in 2010 with her first volume of poetry Als Mozes had doorgev-
raagd (If Moses Had Kept on Asking). She asked Dutch celebrities
such as Ramsey Nasr and Arie Boomsma to recite her work. In
2012, De laatste Aedema (The Last Aedema), her first novel,
appeared. She wrote, directed and performed in several plays
about subjects including Desi Bouterse (Bouta), the widow of
Hans Janmaat (Jeremia) and, in 2017, the famous YA nov-
el Kruistocht in spijkerbroek (Crusade in jeans) by Thea Beck-
man. Her book En we noemen hem (And We Call Him, 2017),
balanced somewhere between fiction and non-fiction, tells one
mythical story from her own family.

filmhuis 1
20.00-20.20
22.35-00.05

GERLINDA HEYWEGEN (1968) is a programmer, writer, organiz-
er, and lecturer on the subject of film. She works for events and
institutions like Film by the Sea in Flushing, Mooov in Belgium,
Filmhuis Den Haag and Writers Unlimited. She also organiz-
es Filmkrant.Live, which offers introductions, lectures, Q&As
and talk shows throughout the Netherlands, especially at movie
theatres. Together with the VPRO network she developed and
produced the radio talk show Eye Filmcafé for Amsterdam's EYE
Film Museum; she also wrote commentaries for it. Heywegen's
books include The Other Director, about eight directors of
photography; collaborated with Frans Westra on Passie voor
Cinema (Passion for Cinema), which highlights four decades of
film screenings in the Netherlands; and she edited and wrote for
the film magazine Skrien.

theater 1
20.55-21.40

ÇAğLAR KöSEOğLU (1985) debuted in 2015 with 34, a poetry
collection with a critical point of view towards the history and
the present of Turkey. His poems were published
in Samplekanon, nY, Kluger Hans, Deus Ex Machina and Kun-
sttijdschrift Vlaanderen. He is editor at nY and Contrivers'
Review and teaches at Erasmus University College in Rotterdam.

theater 2
22.00-22.25

MAX LEROU Poet and performer Max Lerou (The Hague, 1953)
started out as a society hair stylist, journalist and manager of
national Dutch broadcaster VPRO, among other jobs. As a young
man he travelled across Europe with a circus. At later age he
was based in Asia ,where he wrote English-language poetry and
fiction. After returning to the Netherlands he quickly made
himself a name as performance poet. Lerou was a Dutch Cham-
pionship Poetry Slam finalist and was awarded, among others,
the ABN AMRO Almere Poetry Prize. His performance during the
official opening of Parkpop 2017 was a first in the history of this
large open-air music festival in The Hague.

theater 2
20.55-21.55

ALAIN MABANCKOU (Congo-Brazzaville, 1966) is one of the best-
known Franco-African writers. In novels such as Verre cas-
sé, African Psycho and Black Bazaar he sketches his African
youth and the life of the African inhabitants of Paris, the city
where he went to study in 1989. In 2012 he returned to his
birthplace Pointe-Noire. His novel Petit Piment (Little Pepper,
2015) resulted from that trip. He very humorously describes the
life of a boy who flees an orphanage to move to the coastal City
of Pointe-Noire, where he lives among thieves and whores. The
novel is dedicated to the boys of the Côte Sauvage, the edge of
that city, with whom the author spoke. Mabanckou teaches
French literature at the University of California Los Angeles. His
work has been translated into more than ten languages.

theater 1
20.55-21.40
filmhuis studio
22.35-22.55

EFE MURAD (Istanbul, 1987) studied philosophy at Princeton and
is working towards his Ph.D. in Ottoman History and Arabic
Philosophy and Theology at Harvard. He has published five books
of poetry and five books of translations from the Iranian poets
M. Azad and Fereydoon-e Moshiri and from the American poets
C.K. Williams, Susan Howe and Lyn Hejinian in Turkish. Together
with Sidney Wade, he prepared a selection from the œuvre of
Turkish poet Melih Cevdet Anday. His poems, writings and
translations in English have appeared in a wide range of jour-
nals, such as Guernica, Jacket, Five Points, and The American
Reader, and in exhibitions including the 13th Istanbul Bienniale.
He is currently working on the complete Turkish translation of
Ezra Pound’s Cantos. He published Matter-Poetry Manifes-
to together with Cem Kurtuluş in 2004, and his new work com-
bines paleography, Islamic manuscript tradition, found footage
and soundscapes.

filmhuis 1
20.00-20.20

GUSTAAF PEEK (Haarlem, NL, 1975) received high praise for his
debut novel Armin (2008), about a boy conceived in a 'Lebens-
born' house during World War II, where a pure Aryan race was
cultivated. Dover is about the 2000 tragedy in which 58 Chinese
refugees perished in the cargo hold of a Dutch truck. In his third
novel Ik was Amerika (I Was America) a Dutch POW ends up in a
camp in the US during World War II, where he befriends a black
man named Harris; 36 years later he looks him up again. For this
book, he won the BNG Literature Prize and the F. Bordewijk
Prize. Godin, held (Goddess, Hero) came out in the fall of 2014,
a frank novel about mysterious and all-too-human love. Peek
studied English and published poetry and short stories before his
novel debut. In 2017 he published a pamphlet titled Verzet!:
Pleidooi voor communisme (Resist!: Plea for communism).

filmhuis studio
20.25-20.45
20.50-21.10
21.20-21.40
21.45-22.05
22.10-22.30
22.35-22.55
23.05-23.25

ARJAN PETERS (Amsterdam, NL, 1963) studied Dutch language
and literature in Amsterdam. He writes reviews, interviews,
columns and obituaries, and heads the books section of De
Volkskrant newspaper. In 2011 he published Eindelijk
Sneeuw (Snow at Last: twelve wintry stories about artists,
writers, and books, from Willem Witsen's cityscapes to the tears
of Mrs. Dickens). Exerpts from his reviews and interviews were
published in the books Langzaam lopen is al verdacht(Walking
Slowly is Suspicious, 1999), De ongeneeslijke lezer – een werk-
boek (The Incurable Reader: a workbook, 2002), Het woord is
aan de schrijver (The Writer Has the Floor, 2005), and De
Broodschrijver (The Hack, 2006), about Bart Chabot's biography
of Herman Brood. In 2012 he published Kreten uit een urn (Cries
from an Urn), a lecture on the role of the critic in our time. His
text "Naar boven mit Brakman" ("Up With Brakman") accompa-
nied the 2015 unveiling of the Brakman monument in Enschede.

filmhuis studio
20.25-20.45
theater 1
22.00-23.00

GRAżYNA PLEBANEK (1967) is a Warsaw-born novelist, column-
ist and playwright living in Brussels. A graduate of Polish philolo-
gy at Warsaw University, she is the author of best-selling nov-
els Girls from Portofino and Illegal Liaisons, published in the
UK, US and Canada. Plebanek is also the author of the nov-
els Box of Stilettos, A Girl Called Przystupa and The Boxer as
well as a collection of literary essays, Robbermaid’s Daughters.
In 2017 she published her sixth novel, Miss Fury. Her books show
the difficult truths about the integration between cultures. She
writes a regular column in the Polish weekly Polityka, as well as
in Poland’s daily Gazeta Wyborcza and in Trendy magazine. She
was awarded the Zlote Sowy Literary Prize for her contributions
to promoting Poland abroad.



theater 1
22.00-23.00

DAVID VAN REYBROUCK (Belgium, 1971) became famous for his
book Congo: A History (2010). This book mixes personal stories
of child soldiers and smugglers with those of ministers and
manioc sellers. Van Reybrouck came up with the idea for De
Europese grondwet in verzen (The European Constitution in
Verse, 2009), a poetic commentary by more than 50 European
poets. He wrote the play De Siel van die Mier (The Ant's Soul) in
2004. A cultural historian and archaeologist, Van Reybrouck
initially worked as a scientist before becoming a full-time
writer. He regularly publishes opinion pieces in newspapers De
Morgen, de Volkskrant and NRC. In Tegen Verkiezingen (Against
Elections, 2013) he makes a compelling argument about what he
calls democratic fatigue syndrome. He is currently working on a
book about the Dutch colonial past in Indonesia.

theater 1
20.00-20.50

PAUL SCHEFFER (1954) worked as a correspondent in Paris and
Warsaw before becoming a research assistant at the Wiardi
Beckman Foundation. Since 1978 he has written about 200 essays
for NRC Handelsblad and Volkskrant newspapers and De Groene
Amsterdammer magazine, gaining particular notice in 2000
for The Multicultural Fiasco. In 2007 he published Het land van
aankomst (Immigrant Nations), a book that seeks out what really
goes on under the surface of multiculturalism. He held the
position of Professor of Metropolitan Issues at the University of
Amsterdam from 2003 to 2011. Since 2011 he has been professor
of European Studies at the Universities of Tilburg and Amster-
dam. In 2013 he published Alles doet mee aan de werkelijkheid.
Herman de Wolf (1893-1942), his grandfather's biography fol-
lowed by the essay De grens van de vrijheid (The border's
freedom, 2016) in which he states that an open society can only
exist by a certain spatial demarcation.

theater 1
20.00-20.50
22.00-23.00
23.05-23.45

AMER SHANATI (Syria) is a Palestinian-Syrian oud player, com-
poser, bandleader and music professor. At the first refugee
centre he landed in while seeking asylum, he distinguished
himself as gifted musician. Since then, he has performed at the
Concertgebouw and been heard on the radio. He lives in The
Hague, where he founded The Hague Orchestra for Peace, in
which musicians from various countries play music and new
compositions with the aim of creating bonds. They see music as
the perfect means of attaining peace, because people from
differing cultures can easily reach one another with it. Shanati
wants to expand his message with his Foundation Amer Music for
Peace. He studied at the music institute in Homs, Syria, and at
The Hague's conservatory. Together with Stefka (Stephanie
Ruijsenaars) he created the poetic musical performance Eerst
was er Thuis (First there Was Home), in which four musicians
seek a lost home.

theater foyer
20.10-21.00
filmhuis studio
21.45-22.05

SANAM SHERIFF (Bangalore, 1995) is a poet and writer from
Bangalore, India. She currently resides in Philadelphia, PA,
where she is pursuing a degree in Creative Writing at Bryn Mawr
College. Her work has appeared or is forthcoming in The Shade
Journal, All Def Poetry, Button Poetry, Apiary Magazine,
and The Academy of American Poets. Her writing explores the
intricacies within and beyond the self in pursuit of a constant,
transformative vulnerability.

theater 1
22.00-23.00
23.05-23.45

STEFKA is the stage name of singer-songwriter Stephanie
Ruijsenaars. Stefka studied classical voice and piano in Maas-
tricht and theatre arts and Spanish in Amsterdam and Madrid.
She first sang in Spanish. Inspired by the work of poets such as
Pablo Neruda and Lorca, she wrote her own songs, which result-
ed in the 2005 album Del Recuerdo del Amor and the
2008 single-CD "Del Llanto". Later she switched to Dutch, in
particular setting to music texts by Joke van Leeuwen, a writ-
er whom she had researched during her studies. These songs are
found on the album ...terwijl ik wachtte (While I Waited). She
sings about being new to a city, about waiting, and about
people she didn't get to know. She created the musi-
cal performance Eerst was er Thuis (First there Was Home)
together with Syrian-Palestinian oud player Amer Shanati. Stefka
frequently works with musicians from all corners of the world
and appears regularly in theatre and on radio.

theater 1
23.05-23.45

ANNE VEGTER (Delfzijl, NL, 1958) studied at the Akademie voor
Expressie in Utrecht. With illustrator Geerten ten Bosch
she created the children's book De dame en de neushoorn (The
Lady and the Rhino, 1989) followed by Vegter's second children's
book Verse Bekken! (Fresh Snouts) and poetic debut Het
veerde (Something Bounced). She also wrote prose, as well as
plays such as Struisvogels op de Coolsingel (Ostriches on the
Coolsingel, 2005). poetry appeared in Aandelen en ob-
ligaties (Shares and Bonds, 2002) and Spamfighter (2007).
From 2013 to 2017 she was the Dutch Poet Laureate. Spring 2017
she and Palestinian-Syrian poet Ghayath Almadhoun jointly
published the poem collection Ik hier jij daar (I here you there).

theater 2
20.55-21.55

LISA WEEDA (Rotterdam, 1989) writes prose, plays and non-
fiction. Her chapbook De benen van Petrovski (Petrovski's Legs),
a literary account of her trip to the Ukraine, where her grand-
mother comes from and a large part of her family still lives, was
published in 2016. It's a story about seeing and taking chances,
about generational cohorts and their uncertain future, about a
country in which Weeda is unsure whether she should feel at
home. In the next four years she is conducting research in and
about the Soviet Union for her debut, which will be published in
2020 by De Bezige Bij. Weeda graduated from ArtEZ Creative
Writing in 2015. She creates the literary program Mooie
Woorden (Beautiful Words) in Utrecht, teaches at institutes like
ArtEZ and the Rockacademie, and has published work in De
Revisor, Tirade, Das Magazin, De Titaan and De Optimist.

filmhuis 1
22.35-00.05

FENNO WERKMAN (The Hague, 1956) is solely responsible for
saving a treasure trove of images: filmmakers, musicians and TV
producers from around the world knock on his doors to see their
own histories. Starting out as a pop-music photographer with a
preference for The Beatles, he soon discovered that broadcast-
ers and other media companies treated historic material quite
sloppily. Soon his collection was literally overflowing his house.
It now encompasses a dizzying 1.5 million films and at least
300,000 videotapes. As an image researcher, Werkman delivers a
lot of unique imagery, including for Dutch TV programs such
as Nacht van de Popmuziek (Night of Pop Music) and Top
2000 with Matthijs van Nieuwskerk and Leo Blokhuis.
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